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MARKETING OBJECTIVE

The marketing objective is to increase the organic traffic of the 
dmnd page by 30% in the month of February by improving the 
page speed on mobile, updating keywords, getting the page 
indexed and adding alt tags to rank better in search results.



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Organic traffic increased in the month of February after the 
SEO audit.



TARGET PERSONA

SHARAD JAIN



BACKGROUND & DEMOGRAPHICS

Male

21 years old

College student

Pursuing Bachelor’s in Engineering

Lives in Bangalore

Earns part time income through mentoring



HOBBIES

Blogging

Watching movies

Traveling

Volleyball and Table Tennis

Exercising



NEEDS

Skills necessary for digital marketing job

Practice real world projects

Mentor for direction and support

Connect with people of same ideas and interests

Guidance from field experts



GOALS

Start career in digital marketing

Earn money through part time freelancing

Become a top digital marketer

Start own company

Become financially independent and secure



BARRIERS

Limited time to manage college studies and 

Nanodegree program

Travels frequently, so lack of focus

Options of free digital marketing courses

Cost of Digital Marketing NanoDegree



ON SITE SEO AUDIT 
PAGE - dmnd.udacity.com
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Udacity NanoDegree

Immersive Learning

Learn Digital Marketing

Digital Marketing Course

Digital Marketing Jobs
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What Does a Digital Marketer Do

Starting a Digital Marketing Company

Digital Marketing Courses Online Free

Entry Level Digital Marketing Jobs

Digital Marketing Specialist Job Description



HEAD KEYWORD
Digital Marketing Jobs

TAIL KEYWORD
Entry Level Digital Marketing Jobs

Greatest potential

Difficulty - 35, CTR - 100%, Priority- 64

Difficulty - 40, CTR - 60%, Priority - 70



10 highest paying Digital Marketing Jobs 

you can’t miss!

SUGGESTED BLOG POSTS

Immersive Learning experiences that would 

take you ahead of time.

Starting a Digital Marketing Company has 

become easier.



WHY THESE KEYWORDS?
The people searching for Digital Marketing courses mainly want 

to enhance skills, start their own company or get a new job 

through a deeper understanding of core concepts. So I have 

included the keywords like – digital marketing jobs, immersive 

learning experience, and starting digital marketing company in 

the blog post to attract a majority of such people towards these 

blog posts. Also these keywords are less difficult, have more 

potential and greatly searched online.



BLOG POSTS DESCRIPTION
In the first blog, I would mention top 10 trending jobs that students are 

eligible for after completing Udacity DMND. These include the jobs like - 

Social media manager, Ads manager or Digital analyst.

In the second blog, I would talk about the Immersive Learning experience 

with Udacity's DMND. This would incorporate the 360-degree approach, 

live campaigns, and 24/7 mentor support.

In the third blog, I would target entrepreneurs who are passionate to start 

a digital marketing company. Now, this has become easier through the 

support of field experts at Udacity.



TECHNICAL AUDIT  
META DATA 

PAGE - dmnd.udacity.com



CURRENT

 Udacity Digital 

Marketing Nanodegree 

Program Website

REVISION

Udacity - Digital Marketing 

NanoDegree Program | 

Experience the depth

TITLE TAG



CURRENT REVISION

Become a top digital marketer, 

learning core concepts from field 

experts and applying them 

through live campaigns. Launch 

your career with a highly global 

& immersive learning experience.

META DESCRIPTION

Blank



CURRENT - ALL BLANK

<img 

src="//v.fastcdn.co/t/beb60d38/d41f13af/153

6606167-13815763-960x480-medium.jpg"

style="margin-top: 0px;" alt="" />

REVISION

Udacity Digital Marketing 

NanoDegree Program logo

ALT TAG

 

<img 

src="//v.fastcdn.co/t/beb60d38/d41f13af/153

6606181-35155776-97x120-SOB-White.png"

style="margin-top: 0px;" alt="" />

Udacity's collaborators logo - 

Facebook, Google, Hootsuite, 

Hubspot, Mailchimp and MOZ



CURRENT

<img 

src="//v.fastcdn.co/t/beb60d38/d41f13af/153

6606173-13815588-415x345-features1.png"

style="margin-top: 0px;" alt="" />

REVISION

Digital Marketing instructor's 

video is playing on the laptop.

ALT TAG

 

<img 

src="//v.fastcdn.co/t/beb60d38/d41f13af/153

6606178-13834748-383x305-features-02.png"

style="margin-top: 0px;" alt="" />

Money spent on digital 

marketing in the US



CURRENT

<img 

src="//v.fastcdn.co/t/beb60d38/d41f13af/153

6606168-13720038-892x44-logospartners.png"

style="margin-top: 0px;" alt="" />

REVISION

Udacity's digital marketing

 instructor.

ALT TAG

 

<img 

src="//v.fastcdn.co/t/beb60d38/d41f13af/153

6606169-13814963-862x403-image-digital-

market.png" style="margin-top: 0px;" alt="" />

The laptop is showing Udacity's 

dmnd online classroom.
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TECHNICAL AUDIT  

BACKLINK AUDIT



BACKLINK DA

100

100

100

Introduction - Intro to Machine Learning – YouTube
www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ICKBWIkfeJ8&list=PLAwxTw4SYaPkQXg8TkVdIvYv4HfLG7SiH

Cipher Block Chaining Mode - Applied Cryptography – YouTube
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0D7OwYp6ZEc

Machine Learning: Supervised Learning Part 1a of 3 – YouTube
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAwxTw4SYaPl0N6-e1GvyLp5-MUMUjOKo

- Udacity.com



LINK BUILDING

YOUTUBE

QUORAFACEBOOK

TWITTER

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

852 MILLION

WWW.QUORA.COM

WWW.TWITTER.COM

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM

54.7 MILLION655 MILLION

395 MILLION

dmnd.udacity.com



PERFORMANCE TESTING
PAGE - dmnd.udacity.com



PAGE INDEX



PAGE SPEED



MOBILE - FRIENDLY EVALUATION



IMPORTANCE OF PAGE INDEX, PAGE SPEED AND 
MOBILE OPTIMISATION

All the efforts put in a website goes into vain if the page is not indexed by 
Google as for a page to appear in Google search results, indexing is a must.
 
Page speed determines the time it takes for a webpage to load. If the page 
is too slow to respond, people eventually move to other websites. So to 
avoid this, ensuring high speed of the website is crucial. 
 
Earlier people used to surf the internet on desktops but now they do this on 
smartphones. So optimizing a website for mobile is very important to reduce 
bounce rate as people don't like visiting pages that are not mobile friendly.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Alt tags - Currently Alt tags are empty. A suitable description must be added 
to all the images so that they can be crawled and indexed by the web 
crawlers.
 
Non branded keywords - Along with branded keywords, it is recommended to 
use non-branded keywords such as digital marketing jobs, starting a digital 
marketing company or digital marketer job description. More such head and 
tail keywords must be used in the blog posts to improve page ranking.
 
Indexing - The page is not indexed because of which it doesn't appear in the 
Google search results. The page can be indexed by linking it to the older page 
(Udacity's main page) or submitting the sitemap to Google Search Console.



RECOMMENDATIONS
 
Landing page - There is no link in the Udacity's digital marketing page to other 
pages or the main page. A person may have to browse other courses or know 
more about the brand. So the landing page must be linked to Udacity's other 
pages as well.
 
Page speed on mobile - The speed on mobile is poor (31/100). Speed should 
be improved to reduce the bounce rate. Also, low speed leads to lower 
ranking on Google search results. The speed can be increased by 
compressing high-quality images, reducing excessive DOM size and javascript 
execution time, and avoiding enormous network payloads.



THANK YOU


